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 In this week’s parsha Moshe recounts the 

120 days he spent in heaven, three sets of 40 days 

each. By the first two sets Moshe tells Bnai 

Yisrael “Lechem lo achalti u’mayim lo shasisi” - 

“I ate no bread and drank no water” (Devarim, 

9:9 & 9:18). But by the third set (Devarim, 

10:10) Moshe omits this information. Though 

this seems to suggest that he did eat and drink 

during those forty days this cannot be so for two 

reasons. Firstly, back in parshas Ki Sisa the 

Torah tells us that during the third set Moshe indeed did not eat and drink (see Shemos, 

34:28). Secondly, Rebbe Tanchum ben Chanila’i tells us (Bava Metzia 86b) that one must 

follow the customs of a place one is visiting. He proves this from the fact that when Moshe 

was in heaven he did not eat because that is the custom of angels. The question therefore 

is, why over here does Moshe not tell us about his abstinence from food and drink during 

this last 40-day period? 

 The answer perhaps lies in another difference we find between Moshe’s description 

of his first 40-day visit and his last. With the first he says “Va’eishev” - (lit.) “I sat (on top 

of the mountain for 40 days)”. By the last however, he says “Ve’anaochi a’amadeti” - “(lit.) 

I stood (on top of the mountain for 40 days)”. Both verbs despite their literal translation do 

mean that Moshe spent time in Heaven, but there has to be a reason why by the last set 

Moshe switches from “yeshiva” - sitting to “amidah” - standing.  

 Rav Yochanon (Chagiga 15b) tells us that if one’s Rebbe is like an angel, then one 

should seek to learn Torah from him, if not, then one need not make such an effort to drink 

from his Torah knowledge. In what way should a Rebbe be like an angel? How is it even 

possible to compare any human in our generation to an angel? I heard from Reb Chanoch 

Weisz of Lawrence, N.Y. a beautiful pshat. A tzaddik is called a holaich - goer, constantly 

striving to improve and travel upward along the many paths of avodas Hashem-service of 

G-d. An angel on the other hand is called an omaid- stander, for an angel is an emissary of 

Hashem without the ability to improve beyond the position for which he was created (This 

is why some have the custom to stand the whole Yom Kippur, a day we show Hashem we 

would like to be squeaky clean like an angel). A good Rebbe is one who is like an angel in 

this regard. He is willing, for the sake of his students, to forgo being a holaich, elevating 

himself and working on self-growth, and instead becomes an omaid- he puts aside and 

sacrifices his own aspirations and turns his focus on the growth of others. 

 The first set of 40 days that Moshe spent in Heaven he was a yoshaiv- a sitter- where 

he sat in Hashem’s Yeshiva learning for the first time His Torah. And by definition he was 

during that time also a holaich growing in spiritual stature as he absorbed every particle of 

Torah knowledge. This growth was extremely un-angel-like, but nevertheless during that 



time he acted like an angel neither eating nor drinking because protocol demands one must 

follow the custom of the place one finds oneself. By the last set however, Moshe was in 

Heaven not for his own growth but purely on behalf of his students-Bnai Yisrael. For it 

was due to their sin with the Eigel that required Moshe to have to return to Heaven, receive 

a new set of Luchos and relearn the Torah again as their emissary. It was during that time 

that he was able to classify himself (for the first time in his career) as a Rebbe that is likened 

to an angel, eschewing his own progress, instead giving himself totally for the growth of 

others. That’s why he uses the verb Ve’anochi amadeti- I stood there for 40 days, with no 

thoughts of overt self-growth, rather like an angel standing still solely doing the bidding of 

others. (Note that unlike by the first set where Moshe grammatically incorporates himself 

into the verb Va’eishev as a prefix, here he says Ve’anochi amadeti using a whole separate 

word for himself. This is because Anochi represents the ego, the persona, the essence of a 

human, the majestic “I”. Moshe is telling us that he put on hold all the dreams and 

aspirations that are part and parcel of one’s Anochi and became amadeti , looking out for 

the success of others.) 

 Now we can understand why there is no need to make mention of his non-eating 

and drinking. If I saw a caterpillar in its pre-butterfly transformation that was able to fly, I 

would need to point this out. But once I tell you that it turned into a butterfly there is no 

need to make mention of its flying abilities, for that is part of being a butterfly. Similarly, 

here, once he uses the word amadeti revealing that he had reached the level of an angel, 

automatically we also know that Moshe did not eat and drink, because that is what all 

angels do. He wasn’t just following the custom of others which would need a mention, no, 

he had finally joined the fraternity of angels. 
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